Network Partnership

Cloud Solution Provider

Integrated Billing
Digital Life Services for Consumer

Mobile
- 5G
- Future
- Fastest & widest coverage network
- 41 M+ Users

Fixed Broadband
- AIS Fibre
- Gigabit-speed pure fiber broadband
- Covering 6 M+ households

VDO Contents
- Ultimate world class entertainment

mPayment
- mPayment on the most popular instant messaging in Thailand

Privileges
- AIS 360

Call Center
- ACC

Services & Solutions for Business

Mobile for Corporate & SME
- Business Portal
- Digital Workplace

M2M / IoT
- AIS IoT
- AIS AIAP
- IoT Alliance Program
- IoT services and ecosystem

Fiber Network
- Highest reliable communication link on 160,000+ km fiber

DC, Cloud and ICT
- CSL
- AIS Business Cloud

Data & Digital Services
- Teleinfo
- Effective marketing tools

Cyber Security
- AIS CSOC

*This document is for internal use only*
AIS Business Cloud Landscape

Managed Service
- Network Assessment
- Network Design & Solution
- Network Implementation
- Network Operation & Maintenance

Managed Network Service
- Network Assessment
- Network Design & Solution
- Network Implementation
- Network Operation & Maintenance

Managed Data Center
- Smart Hand Service
- Professional Service
- Monitoring 24x7

Managed Cloud Service
- Solution Design
- Migration & Implementation
- Managed Cloud On-premise
- 2nd tier support Cloud On-premise

Managed ICT Service
- Site Relocation
- Onsite Service/Support
- Preventive & Maintenance
- Backup & DR Site

Managed Security Service
- Managed Firewall
- Managed Firewall On-premise
- Managed Endpoint Security

SaaS
- Microsoft 365
- SharePoint Online
- Teams
- Yammer
- Office 365

Productivity Suite
- Word
- Excel
- PowerPoint
- Outlook
- OneDrive

Communication
- Microsoft Teams
- Yammer

Collaboration
- SharePoint Online
- Microsoft Stream
- Microsoft Forms
- Planner

Power Platform
- Power BI
- Power Apps
- Power Automate

Network & Infrastructure Security
- Infrastructure Protection
- Application Protection
- Email Protection
- Mobile Thread Protection

Managed Security Service
- Managed Firewall
- Managed Firewall On-premise
- Managed Endpoint Security

AIS International & Domestic Enterprise Data Network
Largest Nationwide Network with Flexibility to Scale up for Your Cloud Usage

9 Owned-Carrier Grade Data Centers
The Most Multi-locations Data Centers Across Thailand

Virtual Private Cloud Server

Service Catalog

SAAS

IaaS

PaaS

Data Center

Network

Business Process as a Service

O365 Cloud Backup

Migrate MS SQL to Cloud

Availability as a Service

Public/ Hybrid Cloud

AIS Cloud in a Box

Cloud in a Box

CSL

9 Owned-Carrier Grade Data Centers
The Most Multi-locations Data Centers Across Thailand

AIS International & Domestic Enterprise Data Network
Largest Nationwide Network with Flexibility to Scale up for Your Cloud Usage
Strategic Partnership to bring Global Cloud to Local with super cloud infrastructure of AIS & Microsoft
Best performance and direct connect to 2 Microsoft Data Centers in SG and HK at 4x higher capacity.

Provided FULL redundancy and highest 99.9% Services availability

The Only Service Provider in Thailand with direct connection to Microsoft Data Center

Delivering highest 99.9% Services availability for all Microsoft Cloud products eg. Office 365, Azure, Dynamic 365, EMS

- Best performance and direct connect to 2 Microsoft Data Centers in SG and HK at 4x higher capacity.
- Provided FULL redundancy and highest 99.9% Services availability
Edge Nodes to Thailand

- Strategic Partnership to bring Global Cloud to Local
- Reduce cost of International Bandwidth for customers
- Improve performance of Azure Office365 & Dynamic365 services
- Delivering highest 99.9% Services availability
- Direct connect to 2 Microsoft Data Centers in SG and HK at 4x higher capacity
Digital transformation

- Engage your customers
- Empower your employees
- Transform your products
- Optimize your operations
**PROBLEM**

Need competitive advantage
Leading in real estate business

**CHALLENGE**

“Building MR from scratch” requires huge effort

**SOLUTION**

MR (Mixed Reality)
Cognitive Services

**BENEFIT**

Reducing Time-to-Market

Engage your customers
PROBLEM
Business has new project everyday
IT need to do centralized cost

CHALLENGE
Need Centralized Management
IT Governance

SOLUTION
Azure IaaS
Digital Platform
(Face Recognition etc.)

BENEFIT
Scale on demand
Lower TCO

Empower your employee
**PROBLEM**
How to analyze the customer information for up-selling/cross-selling/churn rate?

**CHALLENGE**
- High IT Infrastructure Investment
- Seasonal Workload
- 6-months Hardware Lead time

**SOLUTION**
- AIS-Big Data
- HDInsight

**BENEFIT**
- Pay-per-Use for Seasonal Workload
- Scalability for Development

Transform your products
PROBLEM
Complementary Businesses have growth rapidly

CHALLENGE
IT infrastructure cannot scale just-in-time

SOLUTION
Azure IaaS Digital Platform (App. Development)

BENEFIT
Scale on demand
Lower TCO

Optimize your operations
Your vision. Your cloud.